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Automatic Software Update Service
Eliminate Security Vulnerabilities & Introduce New Functionality
AUTOMATIC
Running on a schedule that

Automatically keep over 90 software
works for you, supported

applications at their latest version.

applications will automatically be
upgraded to the most recent

Eliminate security vulnerabilities that

version. No action is required.

exist in software commonly found on
most computers and servers.
Gain new features from existing

ELIMINATE SECURITY

software
VULNERABILITIES

as

new

versions

are

automatically installed.

The latest versions of software
products commonly contain
patches that eliminate potential
security vulnerabilities to lead to
virus and malware infection.

Keeping software applications up to date on any

and nefarious software, computer users have

computer or server is an important process.

become wary of such messages or ignore them

Most

altogether.

computers

have

common

ancillary

software applications such as Flash, Java and
FEWER INTERRUPTIONS
Get rid of most intrusive “An
Upgrade is Available” boxes that
interrupt work and confuse users.

Adobe.

Some

computers

have

more

This potentially leaves applications running on

recognizable applications such as iTunes or

computers

that

may

have

security

Skype. These applications are necessary for

vulnerabilities. A computer that is used to

performing certain tasks, viewing documents,

browse the Internet or check e-mail is especially

rendering websites and even enabling other

vulnerable, even when equipped with anti-virus

programs to run.

software.

While some applications do a fair job at

Automatic Software Updates from WesTechs

notifying you when an update is available,

keeps over 90 applications at their current

keeping all of your important applications up to

version.

date can be a daunting task. Malicious software

background and require no action from the

will often masquerade itself as a

person using the computer.

GAIN NEW
FUNCTIONALITY
The latest versions of software
products commonly include new
or enhanced features.

rogue

Updates

are

performed

application stating “An important update is
available.” Unable to discern between legitimate

Contact us today for more information.
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